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Abstract
Elise Hatt Campbell was a staff member of the Merrill-Palmer Institute. During her tenure she conducted studies and wrote articles concerning childhood development and education, as well as taught courses at Wayne University. Campbell was also a consultant in the Detroit Council for Youth Service and Chairman of the Committee of the Detroit Council of Social Agencies.

The papers of Elise Hatt Campbell reflect her work within the Merrill-Palmer Institute and as an instructor at Wayne University. Included are notes, outlines and handouts from various speeches and lectures she gave, any correspondence regarding those lectures, and forms, charts, and test data from research completed at Merrill-Palmer. Also included are research for her articles, some published works written by Elise and an unpublished manuscript related to her work at Merrill-Palmer.

Important Subjects:
Ability—Testing—Unites States
Child development—Research—United States
Child development—Testing
Detroit Council for Youth Service
Identity (Psychology) in children
Interpersonal relations in children
Metropolitan Detroit Youth Services
Merrill-Palmer Institute
New York junior Consultation Service
Youth—Services for—Michigan
Vocational Adjustment Bureau for Girls, New York City

Important Correspondence:
Boyd I. Walker
Mary Ellen Gould Hadjishy
Rosanne Roark
Suzanne Copland
Arrangement
Folders are listed by their location within each box. They are not necessarily arranged, so any given subject may be dispersed throughout the entire collection.

Box 1
1. Speeches, 1937-1939
2-3. Class Notes and Handouts, 1935
4. Lecture Notes and Correspondence, ca. 1936
5. New York Junior Consultation Service, 1937
6. Vocational Adjustment Bureau for Girls, 1936
7. Publications; Elise Hatt Campbell, 1923-1943
8-9. Psychology and Education Booklets, 1919-1939 (some booklets in French and Italian)